Can an Immortyl society survive in a modern world? From the ashes of the first battle of the Immortyl Revolution, vampires Mia Disantini and Kurt Eisen set out to build a new Immortyl society. Trouble arrives in the person of Cedric MacKinnon, a runaway adept of the ancient arts, who brings tidings of upheaval at the chief elder's court that threatens everything Mia and Kurt have accomplished. Mia finds it hard to resist when Cedric pledges his service and tempts her with the legendary skills he learned as an Immortyl courtesan. Facing opposition from both within and out, Mia begins to doubt Kurt is up to the task of leading their followers to his vision of an Immortyl Utopia. Torn between her loyalty to Kurt and Cedric's insistence that she is the earthly manifestation of the Goddess Durga and destined to lead, Mia confronts the greatest challenge of her life.
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My Fearful Symmetry (Immortyl Revolution, #3)

Twilight of the Gods (Immortyl Revolution, #2)

Cara Mia (Immortyl Revolution, #1)
When I first started reading this book I thought it would be another Vampire story You know rebellion in the ranks fight and bite drink some blood make love happy ending And some of those thi

SERVANT OF THE GODDESS REVIEW
Servant of the Goddess is book four of the Immortyl Revolution series by Denise Verrico Now I have to confess that I havent read the first three books in the series si

Great addition to this series Review by Elizabeth Loraine Author Royal Blood Chronicles Series and the Phantom Lives Series Urban paranormal author Denise Verrico grabs you and pulls you into the seamy

Denise Verricos Immortyl Revolution series takes a giant leap forward with the release of book four Servant of the Goddess If youre not caught up on this delicious series youll want to sta

The fourth book in the Immortyl Revolution series is just as thrilling a read as the others in this series Cedric escapes to New York to join Mia and Kurt the founders of the revolution He thinks he
If you're looking for a good vampire book that is so much more than a vampire book, you should check out Servant Of The Goddess by Denise Verrico. This is the fourth book in the Immortal Revolution series.

Scott Nash
Sep 03, 2013
This is a good one. It's set in India, which alone is cool as hell, but add to that its a tense palace intrigue style political thriller and you have this book. Great read.

Eva
Jun 05, 2012
My complete review can be found on my blog: http://vampirekiss1967.blogspot.com/2